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Abstract
• This presentation addresses the topic of designing Web 

interfaces to support children’s information-seeking 
activities. It begins by briefly describing children’s 
current use of the Web to locate information and 
recent efforts on the part of researchers to provide 
improved support for those activities. Next, it 
examines selected Web sites designed specifically to 
meet the information needs of children, communicates 
research findings related to the effectiveness of such 
Web sites, and suggests recommendations for 
improvements based upon those findings. Finally, the 
presentation proposes a set of heuristics for evaluating 
the effectiveness of interfaces for Web sites intended 
to assist children in finding information.
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Introduction
• Children are making greater and greater use of the Web for 

educational and entertainment purposes both at school and at 
home. The past few years have seen the widespread entry of the 
Internet into schools and classrooms around the world. Since its
entrance into the classroom, the Internet has come to be used 
increasingly as an information resource for class projects. The 
use of the Internet as an educational resource has spawned 
interest among researchers from a variety of disciplines 
(education, library science, human-computer interaction, and so 
forth) in exploring ways to improve the design of Web sites 
intended to support children in their information-seeking 
activities. This research has included: conducting usability 
studies with children, conducting focus groups with children, and 
actively involving children as team members in the design of 
interfaces for Web-based tools intended for their use.



Web Sites for Children

• The next few slides feature a brief description and 
accompanying snapshot of several representative 
Web sites designed specifically to support 
children’s information-searching activities.

• Selected Web sites:
– Yahooligans!

• http://www.yahooligans.com/
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• A browsable, searchable directory of Internet sites for children
aged 7-12 that allows children to search for information using 
keywords

• Provides resources for education as well as entertainment
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Web Sites for Children

• Selected Web sites, continued:
– Ask Jeeves for Kids

• http://www.ajkids.com/
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• A directory and search engine based on natural 
language that lets children find answers by typing in 
questions in conversational English

• Focuses on learning and "edutainment,” according 
to their Web site
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Web Sites for Children
• Selected Web sites, continued:

– KidsClick!
• http://sunsite3.berkeley.edu/kidsclick!/
• A directory and search engine created by a group of librarians at the Ramapo 

Catskill Library System that provides children with default as well as 
advanced search options

– Default search options
» Support searching all fields or Web addresses only
» Support basic keyword searches as well as advanced keyword searches that 

allow truncation and Boolean operators (see snapshot in slide 9)
– Advanced search options

» http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/KidsClick!/search.html
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» Provide additional support for searching subjects, titles, and descriptions, as 
well as limiting search results to specified reading level(s) and quantity of 
pictures (see snapshot in slide 10)

• Features Web sites that children in grades K-7 will find entertaining or 
enlightening
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Web Sites for Children

• Selected Web sites, continued:
– NASA Kids

• http://kids.msfc.nasa.gov/
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• A flashy but somewhat sophisticated site that aims 
to “inform, inspire and involve children in the 
excitement of science and space exploration,” 
according to their Web site

• Provides support for basic keyword searching
• Pages linked to the main page also provide access to 

an index and glossary
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Research on the Effectiveness of 
Selected Web Sites for Children

• Bilal (2000, 2001, and 2002) and Large, Beheshti, and 
Rahman (2002) investigated the information-seeking 
activities of children using Web sites designed specifically 
for their use. Large and his colleagues focused on issues 
related to interface design, whereas Bilal focused on issues 
related to support for information-seeking. The Web sites 
they studied included three of the four just discussed:
– Ask Jeeves for Kids
– KidsClick!
and
– Yahooligans!
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Research on the Effectiveness of 
Selected Web Sites for Children

• A summary of the primary findings of the four studies (Bilal, 2000, 
2001, and 2002; Large, Beheshti, and Rahman, 2002) indicates:
– The children preferred Web sites that used bright colors, graphics, and 

animation.
– The children condemned the use of advertisements in Web sites.
– The children liked Web sites that offered entertainment opportunities 

alongside educational opportunities.
– The children liked Web sites that used vocabulary appropriate for their 

age group.
– The children preferred Web sites that provided browsable subject

categories alongside keyword search facilities. Although Yahooligans! 
provides both these options, Bilal (2000, 2001, 2002) found that children 
had difficulty using the Yahooligans! search engine/directory, mainly 
because of its poor support for keyword searching. 
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Suggested Improvements for 
Selected Web Sites for Children

• Ask Jeeves for Kids
– The children recommended using more color and graphics, 

responding more quickly to the initial question posed to Jeeves,
and including subject categories.

• KidsClick!
– The children recommended adding bright colors, more graphics, 

and some animation; they also suggested adding “fun stuff” to 
supplement the school-related content.

• Yahooligans!
– As this was one of the more popular sites, suggestions for 

improvements were minimal. Some of the boys did recommend 
providing different interfaces for different age groups, however.
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Heuristics for Evaluating Web 
Interfaces for Children

• Based on the research reviewed in the preceding discussion, I propose 
the following set of heuristics for evaluating the effectiveness of 
interfaces for Web sites designed specifically to support children’s 
information-seeking activities:
– Use a simple but consistent design.
– Use eye-catching colors, graphics, and animation.
– Use vocabulary appropriate for the target age group.
– Provide both educational and entertaining content.
– Provide support for searching by keyword or browsing by subject 

category.
– Make minimal (if any) use of advertisements.
– Assign the Web site a name that is fun and relevant to its goals.
– Assign the Web site a URL that is easy to remember.
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